TOLERANCES:
Construction tolerances between frames
is ±5mm. Frames are manufactured
and assembled to ±5mm.

NOTES
This drawing is copyright. Do not scale.
This drawing. Contractors must check
all dimensions on site. Only figures
dimensions to be worked from. All errors
must be immediately reported to the Design Office of EOS
Facades Ltd.

50mm x 2mm Flat straps to run across full bay.
2 No fixings into each stud.
Track Noggin every alternate
stud spacing

Plan on Typical Corner

Step 1
Flat plate runs full length of bay.
50mm x 2mm thk,
1 No 5.5 x 25mm Tek screw
into each flange of each stud
(EOS-1005 or similar approved)

Step 2
Track to be fixed to strap each side with
2 No 5.5 x 25mm Tek screws (EOS-1005
or similar approved)

Stud Size and Spacing to be Job Specific specified by EOS

This detail is to be used in all situations where a mid-height restraint is required.

Length of mid-height restraint to be specified by Engineer.
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TYPICAL STUD & TRACK MID-HEIGHT RESTRAINT DETAIL (S & T)
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